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Introducing
gm-design
gm-design is a team of highly creative
designers, content editors and project
managers; working together to craft
stunning communications since 1996.
At gm-design, we understand that no
two brands are the same and that every
client will require bespoke levels of
support; some clients have a clear idea
of the communication channels they
require, whereas others need guidance
in defining a relevant marketing
strategy for their target market.
We therefore tailor our services to
suit the needs, budget and time
frames of each client.

Agile project management techniques
enable us to:
• Quickly and effectively upscale
productivity when required
• Focus on clearing pressure points
to prevent backlogs
• Rely on effective ‘person to person’
direct communication to manage
work-flow, allowing us to avoid
confusion and pinpoint
responsibilities

Proficient in managing tight deadlines
and handling the demands of multiple
brands and company divisions,
gm-design employ agile project
management techniques to help us
successfully deliver complex projects
on time and on budget.
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Brand
Building
Helping both local and international brands launch new
products and promotions through a variety of media
channels is a central aspect of our day-to-day activity
at gm-design.
We believe a brand is the foundation of any business,
and the focal point of all our activities is the consistent
communication and enhancement of your brand message.
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Brand
Building
Brand Creation
We work closely with our clients
to research and gain a solid
understanding of the brand’s history,
product offering, audience and ethos.
By developing an appropriate brand
strategy, we are able to outline key
values and a branding proposition that
works for our clients, on which we can
build a brand message and identity.

Branding services consist of:
• Logo design
• Establishing a brand typeface(s)
and colour palette
• Tone of voice
• Graphic style (photography,
illustration, typography, etc.)
• A summarising brand guideline
document to use as a benchmark for
all future communication
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Brand
Building
Brand Identity
gm-design has a proven track-record
of working with highly defined,
existing brand guidelines and
blueprints to reinforce identity
across all media channels.

We use our extensive understanding of
brand identities to help create:
• Highly appealing site imagery
• Strong brand profiles
• Engaging and relevant copy
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Brand
Building
Brand Guardians
As a team of expert content editors,
we are able to ensure your brand
remains on-message through every
channel of communication, across
multiple territories.

This is achieved through:
• Exceptional attention to detail
• Adherence and understanding of
complex brand guidelines
• Liaison between internal brand,
marketing and other external
agency teams
• Translation management and
global implementation
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Creative
Design
Our talented team of designers have a seasoned background
in both digital and print content. Whilst our clients value our
creative ideas, we never lose sight of key communication
goals and can confidently work to a brief and structured
brand guidelines.
For us, the creative process is about allowing consumers
to experience a brand in a simple, effective way, whilst
maximising impact and reinforcing brand identity.
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Creative
Design
Website Design
The gm-design team are highly skilled
at designing user-focused websites
for international brands, creating
sites which offer stunning visuals and
engaging user experience. We offer
services at every stage of the design
process from concept creation to
re-skinning existing sites.

Our strategic approach ensures that
website content and functionality are
highly relevant for its user group; be
it clients, end-consumers, investors or
sales teams.
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Creative
Design
Website Development
At gm-design, we have worked with
a wide range of content management
systems. We have particular expertise
in open-source systems (such as
Wordpress and Drupal) and systems
designed to manage multi-territory
sites (such as TYPO3 and Adobe
CQ5). For bespoke programming
requirements, we also have experience
in Ruby on Rails applications.

We apply our expertise to:
• Design and develop websites to brief
• Build sites to adapt responsively to
mobile and tablet devices
• Devise efficient editing logic and
custom editing interfaces
• Roll out new country versions of
existing sites
• Re-skin existing platforms
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Creative
Design
App Creation
We create mobile applications to help
brands interact with audiences for a
specific purpose; be it for information,
consultation, education, interest,
competition, ecommerce, survey/
feedback, or to simplify a function.

Our team can:
• Storyboard and design multiplatform applications
• Deliver relevant mobile, tablet and
desktop applications
• Manage the build, distribution and
monitoring of apps
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Creative
Design
Animation and Rich Media
We have in-house animators who can
create stunning idents and films to
introduce and walk users through a
new product or brand promotion.

Our services include:
• Scripting and developing
video content
• Producing brand idents and films
• Generating GIFs and
short animations
• The transformation of existing
brand imagery into motion graphic
simulations or 3D generations
• Video editing
• Audio sourcing or creation
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Creative
Design
Print and Presentation Materials
We have extensive experience
overseeing print and presentation
projects, from marketing promotions
to educational resources. We design,
write and artwork branded print
content to the highest standards
and expectations.

Our print team can support you with:
• Design and creation of brochures
• Creation of print materials for
sales teams
• Point of sale displays
• Infographics and data visualisation
• Production of trade marketing and
promotional content for events
and shows
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Creative
Design
Advertising
As specialists in digital marketing and
both online and traditional advertising
practices, gm-design can define
campaign proposition, message and
reach, and deliver relevant advertising
content to support your brand’s
promotion. We are also able to manage
and monitor the insertion of display and
search advertising across channels.

Our services include:
• Call to action digital banners
and MPUs
• Engaging press and print adverts
• International email marketing and
newsletter campaigns
• Keyword activated search
advertising and online-ad placement
• Mobile-specific advertising
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Engaging
Content
Generating inspirational content that is designed to inform,
educate and entertain our audiences is something that
comes naturally to gm-design.
Our content and community team create engaging
social media stories and content campaigns alongside
blog posts, news articles and web copy for brands and
online communities.
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Engaging
Content
Social Media Management and Content Development
gm-design can help you to grow
your social community across
multiple digital platforms. Through
considerate planning, community
research and audience-centric content
development, we help brands to tell
their story and share their values
through social marketing.

We are able to:
• Build and implement channels
• Plan, design and deliver engaging
content with value and relevancy
• Devise weekly, monthly and
annual editorial plans for specific
audiences and platforms
• Develop and manage content
distribution and audience interaction
• Monitor and measure success
• Produce extensive social media
guidelines, best practices and
crisis management guidance

A social profile
is your

business card

online
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Engaging
Content
Blog Conception and Management
Capturing an audience through a blog
can noticeably improve your brand’s
credibility and reputation online; giving
your brand a voice, helps to strengthen
customer relationships and establish
your brand as an industry leader, as
people get to know your company,
products and brand values.

We can:
• Design and build bespoke platforms
• Develop a relatable tone of voice
• Create and source insightful
content and rich media for
specific audiences
• Author original copy
• Re-write and adapt existing
brand content
• Devise editorial plans and content
curation strategies that compliment
social media tactics
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Engaging
Content
Website Copy
Our team of in-house copywriters are
skilled in developing web-friendly
copy that communicates the
appropriate tone of voice and
enhances brand identity.
We structure website copy so that it
is easy to digest; supporting the userexperience with regular entry points
and clear calls to action, that create
logical interest-led paths through
the website.

We create:
• Engaging and easy-to-read text
for brand marketing
• Corporate copy for general
business promotion
• Topical and industry-relevant
news stories
• Rich and refreshed content that
gives optimised results for search
engines like Google
• Content that helps define the userexperience with smart page links
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Engaging
Content
Day-To-Day Digital Support
The gm-design team can be
relied upon to provide one-off
solutions and on-going support for
all digital activities.

This includes:
• Live streaming services
• Social media tool and platform
configuration
• Social media advertising, analytics
and benchmarking
• Email creation and distribution
• Apps and campaigns for social media
• Newsletter design and distribution
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Education Services
Our team of expert content creators
are regularly called upon to develop
training materials in the form of
PowerPoint
presentations, brochures,
rapezoid
T
leaflets, posters, downloadable
resources, surveys, video & animation,
infographics and data visualisations.
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We offer:Hamate
• Design and layout of educational
print and digital materials
• Creation of product knowledge and
how-to guides
• Artworking high-volume materials
• Production of content to support
global brand sales teams
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Engaging
Content
Asset Management
We help our clients build interactive
libraries of content for international
marketing and education teams.

Asset management services include:
• Developing a central resource
platform for brand assets
• Building and maintaining secure
digital download centres
• Managing the communication of
image buyouts
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Services
Checklist
Our experienced team offers a broad portfolio of marketing
services that often form part of a dedicated service level
agreement, bespoke to our client’s needs.

Brand Building

ü Brand Strategy Development
ü Branding Design and Implementation
Creative Design

ü Website Design
ü Website Development
ü App Creation
ü Animation and Rich Media
ü Print and Presentation Materials
ü Advertising
Engaging Content

ü Social Media Planning and Management
ü Blog Conception and Management
ü Website Copy
ü Day-to-Day Digital Support
ü Education Services
ü Asset Management
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Client
Testimonials
“We chose gm-design because they are not only very good at
what they do, they also take real pride in
their work.”
Alistair Stride – All Timber Frames
www.alltimberframes.co.uk

“We only have good things to say about gm-design – having
approached them with a brief to create a website that would
provide our clients with an informative site that provides
them with a full background about us and the full range of
services we provide, gm. went away and came back with
a most impressive solution that we are more than happy
with. They were also a pleasure to deal with on both the
creative and technical sides – We would have no hesitation
in recommending them to any of
our clients.”
Bob Andrews – TWP
www.twpeng.com

“I would highly recommend gm-design as a creative
agency. They showed a great understanding of our brand
and specific business needs, delivering a beautiful, fully
responsive website that is perfectly positioned for our target
audience. The project was managed throughout with a
superb level of expertise and attention to detail, enabling the
launch to come in on time and on budget.”
Richard Bennett – Naturalmat
www.naturalmathotel.co.uk
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Contact Us
If you would like to find out how we can help your brand,
our team would be delighted to hear from you:
t
e
w

+44 (0) 1392 340460
gm_info@gm-design.co.uk
partners.gm-design.co.uk
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gm-design-ltd
@gmdesignltd
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